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1 pound bacon, uncooked

Special Equipment: Paper towels, 
Cooking tools: either baking pan, 
skillet or microwave-safe bacon 
rack - see instructions below for 
details
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   back

INGREDIENTS:

Directions:

7666

BASICS

to bake

•	place bacon slices 
side by side on a rack 
in a shallow baking 
pan with sides. bake 
in a 400°f oven for 15 
to 18 minutes or until 
crisp-cooked. Drain 
well on paper towels.

to cook in a skillet

•	place bacon slices in 
an unheated skillet 
(if using an electric 
range, preheat the 
element for 2 to 4 
minutes). cook over 
medium heat for 8 to 
10 minutes, turning 
occasionally. if bacon 
browns too quickly, 
reduce heat slightly. 
Drain well on paper 
towels.

to microwave

•	place bacon slices on 
a microwave-safe rack 
or a plate lined with 
microwave-safe paper 
towels. cover with a 
paper towel. microwave 
on 100 percent power 
(high) to desired 
doneness, rearranging 
bacon once. allow 
2 to 3 minutes for 
2 slices; 3 to 41/2 
minutes for 4 slices; 
and 4 to 5 minutes for 
6 slices. Drain well 
on paper towels.

C    
         
  ooking BaconBAS
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Directions:Directions:

microwaving should never be an approved method of 
preparation for bacon. period. it was included here only 
for bacon emergencies.



INGREDIENTS:

Directions:
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Four Easy

•	prepare a medium-hot grill or preheat the broiler. if using the broiler, line a 
rimmed baking sheet with aluminum foil. 

•	soak 16 wooden toothpicks for at least 1/2 hour.

•	in a small bowl, mix together the cheese and cilantro.

•	Using a paring knife, cut off the top of the peppers and reserve. scoop out the 
veins and seeds, discarding both. stuff the cheese mixture inside the peppers, 
packing it tightly. replace the cap on each pepper. 

•	Using a toothpick or skewer (depending on the size of your jalapeno), skewer 
the peppers lengthwise from the bottom through the cap. Wrap the slice of 
bacon top to bottom around each pepper, covering the cap, and secure with a 
toothpick. place the peppers on the grill, or if broiling, put them on the 
prepared baking sheet. Grill or broil, turning occasionally, until the bacon is 
crisp and the peppers are tender, about 20 minutes total. Drain on paper towel. 
transfer to a serving platter and serve.

¹ ⁄₂ cup  grated Monterrey Jack cheese

¹ ⁄₄ cup chopped fresh cilantro leaves

8 large jalapeno peppers

8 strips bacon, uncooked

Special Equipment: 6 bamboo skewers or 
several toothpicks, soaked in water 
for ¹ ⁄₂ hour

you had me at bacon.G
  
           
 
rilled Bacon and Cheese Jalapeno Poppers
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INGREDIENTS:

Directions:
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Four to Six Medium

•	in a resealable 1 gallon plastic bag, combine all the brine ingredients except 
the duck and mix until the salt is dissolved. add the duck and refrigerate for 
1 to 2 hours or up to 8 hours.

•	remove the duck and pat it dry. remove the skin (fatty layer) and silverskin 
from the duck breast. Discard the silverskin. cut the skin into 2-inch pieces. 
set aside. slice the duck into 16 11/2 x 11/2-inch pieces. set aside.

•	in a skillet over medium-high heat, cook the bacon until cooked halfway, about 
3 minutes. reserve the bacon fat. cut the bacon strips in half crosswise.

•	to assemble the duck skewers, place a jalapeno ring on top of a piece of duck, 
wrap with a piece of the bacon, and spear on a skewer at the seam of bacon. 
repeat using 4 duck pieces per skewer 1/2-inch apart. 

•	in a heavy-bottomed 12-inch skillet over medium-high heat, cook the duck skin, 
adding reserved bacon fat if more fat is needed. stir, until the fat from duck 
skin has rendered completely, 10 to 15 minutes. remove and discard the duck 
skin pieces.

•	put the skewers in the pan and cook on both sides, 3 to 4 minutes per side 
or until the bacon is crisp. transfer to a platter and baste with some of the 
soy or other dipping sauce to coat. serve with additional soy or other dipping 
sauce drizzled over the top and on the side. 

 

Brine

2 cups water

2 tablespoons kosher salt

2 tablespoons chopped chipotle pepper  
in adobo

5 black peppercorns

2 garlic cloves, smashed

One 2-inch piece ginger, peeled and 
smashed

 

2 boneless, skin-on duck breast halves,  
8 to 12 ounces total

Duck

8 to 10 thick-cut applewood smoked 
bacon slices

16 fresh jalapeno rings

Soy or other Asian-based sauce for 
Dipping

Special Equipment: Four 8-inch long 
bamboo skewers; 1 gallon plastic bag

Here’s hoping my husband will one day successfully hunt 
duck. i wonder if this would be as tasty with squirrel?B

 
 
 
    acon-Jalapeno Duck
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INGREDIENTS:

Directions:
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 One Easy

•	preheat the oven to 450°f. sprinkle the parmesan or Gruyere on a slice of 
leftover pizza. place the pizza on a baking sheet or aluminum foil and put it 
in the oven for a few minutes, until the cheese starts to bubble. 

•	meanwhile, saute the bacon in a pan over medium heat. When it’s done, remove, 
crumble, and reserve the bacon. Drain the excess fat from the pan, but don’t 
wipe it down. crack the egg into the same pan and cook sunny-side up. top the 
pizza with the bacon, then the egg. Drizzle with high-quality olive oil.

1 handful grated Parmesan or Gruyere 
cheese

1 slice leftover pizza

2 slices bacon

1 large egg

Extra-virgin olive oil for drizzling

as if leftover pizza wasn’t already heaven!R
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INGREDIENTS:

Directions:
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 One Easy

•	slice bagel in half. butter the cut sides of each half and toast in a toaster 
oven or on a griddle. note: if using a pop-up toaster, butter halves after they 
are toasted.

•	meanwhile, heat a cast-iron or nonstick skillet. add butter to skillet. 
carefully crack both eggs into skillet. When whites begin to set, immediately 
puncture yolks.

•	top one egg with cheese and bacon. place remaining egg, yolk-side down on top 
of bacon (like an egg-on-egg sandwich). transfer eggs onto one toasted half 
of the bagel; top with remaining bagel half and lightly press together. serve 
immediately with hot sauce or ketchup, or wrap halfway in parchment paper or 
aluminum foil for a portable breakfast.

1 Everything bagel, or other bagel of 
choice

1 tablespoon unsalted butter, plus more 
for buttering bagel

2 large eggs

1 thin slice cheese, such as American or 
cheddar

2 to 3 slices cooked bacon

Hot sauce or ketchup, for serving

eggs cooked in butter, then topped with bacon. add in 
some fresh coffee and i may actually look forward to my 
mornings. of course, one could always make this for lunch.B
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INGREDIENTS:

Directions:
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 Six Easy

•	preheat the grill to high heat.

•	Heat 1 tablespoon of the olive oil in a saute pan over high heat. add the 
onions and bacon then cook until the bacon is crispy. to the same pan add the 
balsamic vinegar and 1 tablespoon of the olive oil. stir to combine. remove 
from heat and set aside.

•	brush the romaine lettuce with the remaining 2 tablespoons of olive oil, place 
on the grill cut side down, and quickly sear.

•	serve the lettuce, cut side up, and drizzle the balsamic dressing over the 
lettuce. sprinkle with  blue cheese and garnish with cracked black pepper.

4 tablespoons extra virgin olive oil

³ ⁄₄ cup chopped red onion

¹ ⁄₂ pound bacon, chopped

¹ ⁄₂ cup balsamic vinegar

3 heads romaine lettuce, cut in  
¹ ⁄₂ lengthwise

¹ ⁄₂ cup crumbled blue cheese

Freshly ground black pepper

nom. nom. nom. nom. nom.G rilled Romaine with Blue Cheese-Bacon VinaigretteSAl
AdS



INGREDIENTS:

Directions:
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Eight to Ten Easy

•	put the potatoes in a large saucepan and add water to cover and a generous 
pinch of salt. bring to a boil over high heat. reduce the heat slightly, cover 
partially and cook, stirring occasionally, until the potatoes are just tender, 
about 12 minutes. Drain. spread the potatoes out in a single layer on a shallow 
baking pan and let cool to room temperature. 

•	in a large, heavy fry pan, arrange the bacon slices without overlapping. 
cook over medium-high heat, turning several times, until almost crisp, about 
8 minutes. transfer to paper towels to drain and cool. Discard all but 1 
tablespoon of the bacon drippings from the pan and set the pan aside. When the 
bacon is cool, chop it fairly fine. 

•	place the fry pan over medium-high heat and add the butter to the drippings. 
When it has melted, add the potatoes and cook, stirring and rolling the 
potatoes in the pan, until they begin to crisp and brown, 5 to 7 minutes. add 
the bacon, reduce the heat to medium-low, and cook until the bacon is hot and 
the potatoes are very crisp, 2 to 3 minutes. add crushed tomatoes, optional. 
season with the 1/4 teaspoon salt and the 1/2 teaspoon pepper and toss well. add 
the parsley and optional tomato and toss again. taste and adjust the seasonings 
with salt and pepper serve hot.

3 pounds small red-skinned potatoes

8 thick-cut bacon slices

1 tablespoon unsalted butter

¹ ⁄₂ 16-ounce can drained crushed 
tomatoes, optional

¹ ⁄₄ teaspoon salt, plus more to taste

¹ ⁄₂ teaspoon freshly ground pepper, plus 
more to taste

¹ ⁄₃ cup minced fresh flat-leaf parsley

 ¹ ⁄₄ cup fresh tomatoes, coarsely chopped 
for garnish 

Dear lord, thank you for putting bacon in the potatoes. 
amen.R        
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INGREDIENTS:

Directions:
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Four Medium 

•	preheat oven to 450°f.  rinse the chicken with cold water and pat dry with 
paper towels.

•	combine dry ingredients in small bowl. rub 1/2 of the ingredients on inside 
cavity of chicken. Gently separate skin from chicken to rub mixture into meat 
of chicken under skin. 

•	open beer can and pour out about 1/2 cup. Drop the garlic cloves into the beer 
can. place chicken, open end down, over the beer can to insert the can into the 
cavity. place chicken, standing up, in large saute pan. place 1/3 of the bacon 
in the top cavity of the chicken and drape the remaining 2/3 of the bacon down 
the outside of the chicken. pierce the bacon to the chicken with toothpicks.

•	place chicken in the oven for 10 minutes, then lower temperature to 325°f and 
cook for another 1 hour, or until the internal temperature in the thickest part 
of the thigh reaches 165°f on an instant-read thermometer.

•	let rest for 5 to 10 minutes. remove bacon and serve the chicken whole, 
shredded, or cut into portions.

1 whole chicken, 2 to 3 pounds

1 teaspoon dried oregano

1 teaspoon garlic powder

1 tablespoon onion powder

1 teaspoon paprika

1 teaspoon ground ginger

1 teaspoon dried sage

1 teaspoon sea salt

1 tablespoon freshly ground black pepper

2 cloves garlic, smashed

1 can beer, 12-ounce

¹ ⁄₂ pound bacon, 7 to 9 slices

Special Equipment: toothpicks; instant-
read thermometer

beer abuse alert!!!! Do not discard a 1/2 can of beer - even 
if it is budweiser. Drink it! Ditto the bacon. eat it. 
Honestly, big bud should know better.B
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INGREDIENTS:

Directions:
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Two Easy

•	place a pizza stone in a cold oven and preheat the oven to 500°f.

•	in a large skillet over medium-high heat, heat the olive oil. add the pancetta 
and cook until just crisp. remove to a paper towel lined plate to drain. remove 
all but 1 tablespoon of the fat from the skillet and add the leeks. sprinkle 
with the pepper and a pinch of salt to cook over medium-high heat, stirring 
occasionally, until the leeks start to brown, 6 to 8 minutes. add the apples 
and cook for 5 minutes more, until the apples are golden but not falling apart. 
turn off the heat.

•	stretch the dough into a round. top with the apple and leek mixture, then the 
brie.

•	bake the pizza for 10 to 12 minutes, until the crust is golden. sprinkle with 
the pancetta, drizzle with the vinegar and extra virgin olive oil, slice and 
serve. 

1 tablespoon olive oil

¹ ⁄₄ pound  pancetta, diced

2 cups leek matchsticks, rinsed cut into 
2 by ¹ ⁄₄-inch, white and light green 
parts only

1 Granny Smith or similar tart, firm 
apple, peeled and cut into 2 x ¹ ⁄₄- 
inch matchsticks

1 10-ounce ball whole-wheat pizza dough, 
prepared

 

4 to 5 ounces Brie cheese with rind, cut 
into ¹ ⁄₄-inch slices

¹ ⁄₂ teaspoon freshly cracked black pepper

Salt

Balsamic vinegar for drizzling

Extra virgin olive oil, for drizzling

Special Equipment: Pizza pan or Pizza 
stone

Note: Pancetta is unsmoked Italian bacon

“..and this little piggy went oui oui oui all the way to my 
tummy.”T    
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INGREDIENTS:

Directions:
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Four   Easy 

•	in a large skillet over medium-high heat, cook the bacon until slightly crisp, 
about 8 minutes. remove from pan, drain, coarsely chop and then set aside.

•	pour off the excess fat, reserving about 2 tablespoons in the pan. add the 
onion and garlic, stirring to coat with the fat. cook until the onion is 
translucent, about 3 minutes. add the white wine. it will immediately come to a 
boil. cook to reduce by half, about 2 minutes. add the tomatoes, crushed with 
your hands, including all the reserved liquid, plus the red pepper flakes. 
lower the heat and simmer until thickened, about 20 minutes. Use a wooden spoon 
to break up the tomatoes, and stir the sauce occasionally to prevent sticking. 

•	stir in the parsley, basil and olive oil. When the basil becomes fragrant, 
add the drained pasta and take the pan off the heat. sprinkle in the parmesan, 
tossing well to coat.

1 pound bucatini or spaghetti pasta, 
cooked and drained

 8 thick slices bacon

1 small white onion

1 garlic clove, smashed

¹ ⁄₂ cup dry white wine

One 28-ounce can whole tomatoes, 
crushed with your hands, with juices

1 teaspoon red pepper flakes

1 tablespoon chopped fresh flat-leaf 
parsley

4 torn fresh basil leaves

1 tablespoon olive oil

¹ ⁄₄ cup grated parmesan cheese

prep note: Double the wine. reserve half. pour reserved 
half into a glass. toast to the bacon and proceed to drink.B
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INGREDIENTS:

Directions:
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 One (About ¾ quart) Advanced

•	to candy the bacon, preheat the oven to 400°f. lay the strips of bacon on 
a baking sheet lined with a silicone mat or aluminum foil, shiny side down. 
sprinkle 11/2 to 2 teaspoons of brown sugar evenly over each strip of bacon, 
depending on length. bake for 12 to 16 minutes. midway during baking, flip 
the bacon strips over and drag them through the dark, syrupy liquid that’s 
collected on the baking sheet. continue to bake until as dark as mahogany. 
remove from oven and cool the strips on a wire rack. once crisp and cool, chop 
into little pieces, about the size of grains of rice.

•	to make the ice cream custard, melt butter in a heavy, medium-size saucepan. 
stir in brown sugar and half of the half-and-half. pour remaining half-and-half 
into a bowl. set bowl in an ice bath and set a mesh strainer over top.

•	in a separate bowl, stir together egg yolks, then gradually add some of the 
warm brown sugar mixture to them, whisking the yolks constantly as you pour. 
pour the mixture back into the saucepan.

•	cook over low to moderate heat, constantly stirring and scraping the bottom 
with a heat proof spatula, until the custard thickens enough to coat the 
spatula.

•	strain the custard into half-and-half, stirring over ice bath, until cool. add 
liquor, vanilla and cinnamon, if using.

Candied Bacon

5 strips bacon

2 teaspoons light brown sugar, 
approximately

Ice Cream Custard

3 tablespoons salted butter

³ ⁄₄ cup packed brown sugar, light or dark

2³ ⁄₄ cup half-and-half

5 large egg yolks

2 teaspoons dark rum or whiskey

¹ ⁄₄ teaspoon vanilla extract

¹ ⁄₄ teaspoon ground cinnamon

Special Equipment: Ice cream maker 
machine

bacon. ice cream. you’re welcome. C
  
  
  
andied Bacon Ice Cream Recipe
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•	refrigerate mixture. once thoroughly chilled, 
freeze in your ice cream maker according to the 
manufacturer’s instructions. add bacon bits during 
the last moment of churning.



INGREDIENTS:

Directions:
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Ten. Should be none. Medium

•	Using 10 slices of bacon, weave a square lattice like that on top of a pie: 
first, place 5 bacon slices side by side on a large sheet of aluminum foil, 
parallel to one another, sides touching. place another strip of bacon on one 
end, perpendicular to the other strips. fold first, third and fifth bacon 
strips back over this new strip, then place another strip next to it, parallel 
to it. Unfold first, third and fifth strips; fold back second and fourth 
strips. repeat with remaining bacon until all 10 strips are tightly woven. see 
inset picture.

•	preheat oven to 225°f or light a fire in an outdoor smoker. place remaining 
bacon in a frying pan and cook until crisp, then crumble. as it cooks, 
sprinkle bacon weave with 1 tablespoon barbecue rub. evenly spread sausage on 
top of bacon lattice, pressing to outer edges.

•	sprinkle bacon on top of sausage. Drizzle with 1/2 cup barbecue sauce and 
sprinkle with another tablespoon barbecue rub.

•	very carefully separate front edge of sausage layer from bacon weave and begin 
rolling sausage away from you. bacon weave should stay where it was, flat. 
press sausage roll to remove any air pockets and pinch together seams and 
ends.

•	roll sausage toward you, this time with bacon weave, until it is completely 
wrapped. turn it so seam faces down. roll should be about 2 to 3 inches thick. 

2 pounds thick-cut sliced bacon

1¹ ⁄₂ pounds Italian sausage, casings 
removed 

3 tablespoons barbecue rub 

³ ⁄₄ cup barbecue sauce

Special Equipment: Outdoor smoker, 
optional, meat thermometer

Warning! this recipe is not recommended by 3 out of 4 
cardiologists.B
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•	sprinkle with remaining barbecue rub

•	place roll on a baking sheet in oven or in smoker. 
cook until internal temperature reaches 165°f on 
a meat thermometer,about 1 hour for each inch of 
thickness. 

•	When done, glaze roll with remaining barbeque sauce. 
to serve, slice into 1/4 to 1/2-inch rounds.



Us flUiD volUme

teaspoon tablespoon fluid ounces cups Quarts

1 teaspoon 1 1/3 1/6 1/1 1/192

1 tablespoon 3 1 1/2 1/16 1/64

1 fluid ounce 6 2 1 1/8 1/32

1 cup 48 16 8 1 1/4

1 fluid pint 96 32 16 2 1/2

LEVEL:SERVING:30 31

•	 Guy fieri: food - cookin’ it, livin’ it, lovin’ it

•	 the Dean bro’s: take it easy

•	 esquire: eat like a man

•	 lucinda scala Quinn: mad Hungry - feeding men and boys

•	 Williams sonoma: thanksgiving

•	 better Homes and Gardens: cookbook

•	 David lebovitz: living the sweet life in paris, blog

•	 bbQ addicts: bbQ addicts, blog



BACON: A COOkBOOk TRIBuTE contains an 
inticing array of bacon recipes from some of 
america’s favorite cooks - some you’ve tried, 
some you haven’t. all are delicous tributes to a 
universal favorite.
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